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Multivariate Function and Operator
Estimation, Based on Smoothing Splines
and Reproducing Kernels

We review a general approach to multivariate function estimation based
on optimal approximation and smoothing in reproducing kernel spaces.
Learning with radial basis functions (including thin plate splines) is an
important special case. In this context we describe a test for linearity of a
functional iteration, and a general class of model-building methods based on
sums and products of reproducing kernels. We describe the use of (radial)
basis functions in the context of regularization, for use with very large
data sets. We generalize some of the results from the estimation of real
valued functions to the estimation of vector-valued functions. Finally, we
generalize from the estimation of vector-valued functions to the estimation
of function-valued functions on arbitrary index sets, thereby proposing a
theory of regularized estimates of nonlinear operators.
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1. INTRODUCTION

We are interest.ed in the problem of multivariate function estimation, particularly
when the data are noisy, and (primarily) when the function to be estimated is
believed to be "smooth" in some sense. Abstractly, consider some index set I, which
may be the integers I = ... - 1,0, 1, ... , the unit interval, I = [0, l}, Euclidean d
space, I = Ed, Cor example. We also consider more general T. For the first part of
this article we consider functions I : t E I - I(t), where I(t) is a real number;
that is, I is a real-valued function on T. Later we will generalize to I(t) = f(t) E EP,
for each t; that is, f is a vector-valued function on I, with p components. Finally,
we will suppose that f is a Hilbert-space valued function of tj that is, for each
t E I, f(t) is an element of a Hilbert space (which may depend on t). By this
generalization we initiate what we believe is a new approach to a theory of the
estimation of nonlinear operators by regularization methods.

We begin with real-valued functions I. The mathematical problem is to estimate
I, given pairs (y( i), t(i), i = 1, ... , n), where

y(i) = !(tU)) + '(i), i = 1, ... , n, (I)

and the [(i) are independent disturbances with some properties. In the special case

tU) = (y(i-l), ... ,y('- d», (2)

we will have a nonlinear dynamical system. In that case, the class of methods for
estimating I that will be under discussion here will include those proposed by
Casdagli,5 under the rubric "inverse methods." See also Nychka et al.28 In this case
(and in general) the set oC t's available may have some special properties, and we
have to be able to recognize that we can only estimate f when we are "sufficiently
close" to the data points.

We can think of the estimation of I as a "learning" process, which is also
the point. of view of neural net methods. Quoting Cybenko,lo «loosely speaking, an
artificial neural net.work is Cormed from compositions and superposit.ions of a single,
simple nonlinear.activat.ion or response function." To be specific, for the moment let
t = (t(l), ... ,t(d))', that is, I = Ed, and let u(j) = (u(j)(1l, ... ,u(j)(d))' E Ed, and
Ctj and OJ be fixed real numbers. Let 0-(-) be a univariate sigmoidal function; that is
o-(T) ...... 1 as T -... 00, and o-(T) - 0 as T - -00. Then a neural net approximation
to I will be a function formed from compositions and superpositions of functions
of the form

N

G(t) = Laju(t'u(j)+8j )
j=1

(3)

where the N, OJ, u(j) and OJ are fixed, but will be chosen from the data {y(i), t(i)}.
In most applications in the neural network literature, emphasis is placed on recursive
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updating as new data arrives, so that very large data sets can be handled. Cybenko1o

showed that, under mild conditions on (J', linear combinations of functions of the
form Eq. (3) can uniformly approximate any continuous function with support
in the unit hypercube of Ed. (That is, compositions, or multilayer networks, are
not necessary for the approximation of continuous functions on Ed.) As Cybenk09

notes, at some level of abstraction "multilayer feedforward continuous networks are
biologically meaningful models of intelligent behavior and their study sheds light on
the neurophysiological foundation of intelligence." The lay reader will find Hubel's21
discussion of the visual system of the brain, as well as Penrose's30 discussion of the
brain as computer, fascinating in this connection. However, our purpose here is not
to discuss neural nets, but to note that much work in neural networks has been
motivated either by an attempt to use the rudimentary but unfolding knowledge
of biological neural networks to obtain better computer learning algorithms, or,
conversely, to use an increasing understanding of computer learning algorithms to
attempt to understand the function of brain architecture.

The purpose of this paper is to describe just one of a group of approaches
to the estimation of I, whose motivating sources are in approximation theory and
statistics, and which have developed, until recently, more or less independently of
the neural net literature or any reference to brain function. The point of view that
we will be expounding goes back at least to Golomb and Weinberger l5 ; see also
Kimeldorf and Wahba. 23 The methods we will be talking about. here are initially,
at least, based on a global rather than a local approach, and for large data sets,
they require relatively large computer resources that are only recently becoming
available. Our discussion here will be considering methods that were unthinkable a
few years ago, are doable at various levels on present equipment, and will probably
be a snap on equipment available in a few years. See Corcoran.7

Statisticians have seriously addressed themselves only relatively recently to
what is called in the statistics literature multivariate nonparametric function esti
mation, but the field is very active. We only mention representative papers from
a few approaches: tree structured algorithms (CART, Brieman et al. i ), projection
pursuit (PP, Friedman et aI. 13 ), multivariate adaptive regression splines (MARS,
Friedman I2 ). (See also the survey Barron.2) These approaches as well as the one
we will describe have certain common features-they postulate "noisy" data, and
they all have spme method for making the tradeoff between goodness of fit to the
data and amount of structure in the solution. In particular, CART, MARS, and
the smoothing splines and their generalizations (GSS) to be described here all use
some form of cross validation to make this trade. It is also possible to use one of the
various forms of cross validation in PP. The resulting algorithms are not generally
intended as interpolation algorithms, that is, algorithms which produce functions
that go through the data exactly. The GSS algorithms below, in fact, have very
nice optimum theoretical properties when used as interpolants, but are likely to
be numerically unstable for moderate or larger data sets. The smoothing process
improves numerical stability. For neural nets the tradeoff between goodness of fit
to the data and structure in the solution of Eq. (3) is controlled by the various
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parameters, particularly N, and some method for choosing them must be provided,
either explicitly or impliciLly.

Poggio and Gir06i31 have discussed Tihonov regularizations methods, which
are the quintessential generalized smoothing splines, in the context of multilayer
neural nets. Bertero, Poggio, and Torre3 have given a broad overview of the use of
regularization in ill-posed problems in early vision. Girosi and Poggiol4 have argued
that the radial basis functions have a "best approximation property" that is not
possessed by classical neural network schemes. The approach we will be describing
coincides in broad outlook with the regularization methods of these very interesting
papers, which are bridging the regularization and brain function literature.

An overview of GSS, Tihonov regularization methods, and a form of cr06S val
idation known as GCV (generalized cr06S validation) may be found in Wahba,36
along with 30 pages of references. Most of the results quoted here without attribu
tion, may be found in Wahba36 and the references cited there.

The boundaries of these various approaches to multivariate function estimation
are becoming blurred, as workers associated with the various approaches make
comparisons and "borrow" methods from one approach that can improve another
approach. It will be exciting to see how it all turns out.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In section 2 we give a few well
known facts concerning reproducing kernel Hilbert spaces (rkhs) and reproducing
kernels (rk's). We also describe a test for whether or not the function f is linear
based on Cox et al.8 In section 3 we describe isotropic rk's and conditionally positive
definite functions, and generalize slighLly the results of Cox et aI. In section 4 we
describe a class of model-building methods hased on tensor sums and products of
reproducing kernels proposed by Gu and Wahba. 18,19,20 In section 1) we note the
role of radial (and other) basis functions in computing smoothing spline and other
regularized estimates of f. Lastly, in section 6 we describe generalizations from f
real-valued, to f = f vector-valued to f function-valued. In this latter case f may he
an operntor from one reproducing kernel space to another. Approximation of this
operntoT via the generalized smoothing spline paradigm can be described.

2. POSITIVE DEFINITE FUNCTIONS, RK SPACES, REGULAR·
IZATION, AND SMOOTHING SPLINES

Let T be an index set, and let Q(',') be a (real-valued) symmetric positive definite
function on T@T; that is, for every t(l), ... ,t(N) E T and at, ... ,aN, N = 1,2, ... ,

N

L a,ajQ(tUl, t(j)) > O.
o,j=1
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With each such positive definite function, there is associated a unique Hilbert space,
call it 1iQ' with the property that, for each t E T,

QC ,) E 'liQ

(f(-),QC'))Q = f(')

where (', -)Q is the inner product in li.Q. The subscript Q on the inner product
will be dropped when it is dear which inner product is meant. Q(-, -) is called
the reproducing kernel for li.Q because (Q(-,s),Q(-,t))Q = Q(s,t). 1iQ can be
constructed as all the finite linear combinations of functions of the form

L o;Q(·, '(il),
and their limits under the scalar product (Q(-,s), Q(', t)) = Q(s, t). Conversely, let
1i. be a reproducing kernel Hilbert space (rkhs), that is, a Hilbert space in which
all the evaluation functionals are bounded. This means that, for each t E T, there
exists Qt E 1i. such that (Qt,!) = I(t). Let Q(s,t) = (Qs,Qt). Then 1i. is the
rkhs with reproducing kernel (rk) Q. Note that QtC) = Q(-, t). See Aronszajn 1 and
Weinert. 38

We always have an interpolation formula in 1iQ as follows: given f E li.Q we
can always find 9 E li.Q to minimize II 9 II~ subject to g(t(i)) = f(t(i)), i = 1, ... , n.
It is

gO = (Q(, '(i)), .. ,Q(, '(n))QW('(i), ... ,f('(n))' (4)

where Qn is the n x n matrix with ijth entry Q(t(i), tU)) and t is the inverse or
generalized inverse. We remark that if I E li.Q, then (f( t( 1), ... , f( t(n))' is in the
range of Qn' 9 is the orthogonal projection Pnf onto the subspace of li.Q spanned
by Qt(i)' i = 1, ... ,n. Therefore we have the interpolation error bounds

1ft') - g(')1 = 1«(1 - p")f, Q,)I <II f 1111 (1 - Po)Q, II .

As the t(i) become dense in T, II (1- Pn)Qt 11- O. The rate at which II (1- Pn)Qt II
goes to 0 is known in many cases; for results directly related to the properties of
the rk Q, see 'Wahba,32,33 and Micchelti and Wahba. 26 However, the calculation of
Eq. (4) will in general be unstable for large n.

Let 1i. be an rkhs which has an orthogonal decomposition

where 1io is M dimensional, spanned by ¢1, ... , 11M, and 1i. 1 has rk R(s, t). Then
the smoothing spline paradigm is: given data

yU) ~ f('U)) +'U), i = i, ... ,n, (5)
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where (i) are independently normally distributed with common unknown variance
q'l, find f>.. E 1i to minimize

".!. L (y(i) - [('(ill)' +.11 P,[ II',
n ;=1

(6)

where PI is the orthogonal projection onto 'HI. The solution is well known to be
unique provided the n x M matrix T with ivth entry 1,6..(t(i» is of rank M, and is
given by

M "

[,0 ~ L d",,"(-) + L <;R(-, '(ill (7)
,,= I ;=1

where the coefficient vectors d = (dl , ... ,d},f)' and c = (Ct, ... ,Cn)' are given by

(R" + nU)c +Td ~ y,

Tc = 0;

here R,. is the n x n matrix with ijth entry R(t(i), t(j».
The most celebrated example is the famous polynomial smoothing spline of

degree 2m - I. For this case, one takes M = m, 7 = [0, IJ, the ¢" span the polyno
mials of degree less than m, and II PI! IF~ = Jo1(j(m)(t»)'ldt. 'H is the Sobolev space
Wi of functions with square integrable mth derivative on [0,1]. See Wahba36 for
a reproducing kernel. In this particular case it is not particularly convenient to use
a reproducing kernel to compute 1>. because of special properties possessed by b,..

Returning to the general case, Cox, Koh, Wahba and Yandell8 proposed two
tests (locally most powerful and GCY tests) for the hypothesis that! is in the span
of the 4>" (the null space of the penalty functional II PI! 11 2 ) versus the alternative
! E 1i. A third test (a generalized likelihood ratio test) is proposed in Wahba.36 We
will outline the results here for the GCV test. Existing examples refer to univariate
polynomial splines and bivariate thin plate splines. In the next section we will fill
in a few details to show how the GCY test can be applied to test for lint:anty of
! in several d-dimensional examples. The reader familiar with Cox et a!' will have
no trouble extending the results of the next section to the locally most powerful
and likelihood ratio test also. Which test the user might prefer would depend on
whether they are concerned with local alternatives, alternatives in 1i, or random
alternatives with covariance R(-,-)

First, the smoothing parameter.\ is estimated by GCV, which consists of finding
Ato minimize

V(') ~ 1;-11(1 - A('))YII'
[~t,(1 - A('))'

where A(.\) is the influence matrix, which satisfies

[,('(1))
A(')y _

[,(ten))

(8)

(9)
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The test. statistic is

lacv =

This test. statistic has a representation

V(-\)
V(=) . (10)

",n_M ~; ",n-M' 2

t . f LJ" I (1+.,->. ..)' /LJ,,_I z"
GCV = In '("n-AI I )2 (n - M)2

LJ"=I (t+.,->. .. )

(11 )

where Z = (Zl, ... ,Zn_M)','Y plays the role of lin>. and the >." are defined as fol
lows: Let T and Rn be as before and let F be any n x (n - M) matrix satisfying
F' F = 1 and ]" F = O. F may be found with the Q-R decomposition. Let V DV'
be the eigenvalue-eigenvector decomposition of F' R,..F. Then z = V' F'y and the
>." are the diagonal entries of D. 'L~:r z; is the residual sum of squares after
least-squares regression onto the ¢". Under the hypothesis that f is in the span of
the ¢" and the c(i) are independent zero-mean Gaussian random variables with a
common variance, then the z" are also independent zero mean Gaussian random
variables with common variance, and I.he distribution of tocv is independent of
their variance. In this case the dist.ribution can easily be found by a Monte Carlo
simulation by generating the z" as independent normal (0,1) pseudo-random vari
ables. v(>.) will have a (possibly local) minimum at >. = 00 (that is, at 'Y = 0)

if 'L::t' A"z; < l/n - M >." E::t' z;. Thus, the distribution of lacy will have
a mass point at 1, which will become small for large n for distant alternatives.
Some Monte Carlo results for uni\'ariate polynomial and t.wo-dimensional thin plate
splines can be found in Wahba.36

3. ISOTROPIC RK'S ON Ed
Q(s,t),s,t E Ed is said to be an isotropic rk if Q(s,t) = E(lIs - til) where
lis - tll is the Euclidean distance between sand t, and E is positive definite; that
is, Li,j E(lIt(i) - tU)ID > °for any t(1), ... , ten). Micchelli 25 gives the following
examples:

E(r) =exp-,,"l~l~,

a>O,O<p<2
E(r) ~(a+ Irl')-',

a,'Y > 0,0 < {3 > 2,

E(r) ~(I -Irl')+,
; > [d/2+ II.
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Here (:1:)+ = oX for oX > 0 and 0 otherwise. See Micchelli for a characterization of all
such E's, The associated reproducing kernel spaces consist of 1'8 in £2(Ed) whose
Fourier transforms satisfy

(12)

where I, E are the Fourier transforms of I and E respectively. Minimal norm in
terpolation and smoothing in these spaces involve the radial basis functions

Q'(i)(') = E(II'U) - 'II), i = 1, ... , n.

Now, let ¢1," . ,¢M be M functions on Ed, with the property that the n x M
matrix T with ivth entry 4>v(t(i» is of rank M. Suppose we are interested in
considering f of the form

M

f= L>.o.+h
...=1

(13)

where!l E 'HR, and we want to decide whether II is 0 or not. In particular, if
M = d + 1 and the 4>v span the linear functions in d variables, then we are trying
to decide whether f is linear or whether it is linear plus some function !l satisfying
Eq. (12). The partial spline paradigm36 then says to estimate f of Eq. (13) as

" M
min'.M". L)y(;j) - L d.O.('(i)) - I>('(i))' + Allt.IIt· (14)

i=1 ...=1

It is known that the minimizer f>.. is (also) given by Eq. (7) (with R replaced by
Q), and it will follow that tGCV is again given by Eq. (10).

We now proceed to the popular thin plate splines. Let 91,"" 9M be the
M =(':I+~-I) polynomials of total degree less than m in d variables, and let the
matrix l' be as before. A function E(T) defined on [0,00) is said to be conditionally
(strictly)positive definite of order m on Ed if, for any distinct points t(i), ...• ten)
and scalars CI, ... , en, satisfying

"L,,9.('(i)) =0, v= 1, ... ,M,
...=1

then Li,j c,cjE(lIt(i) - t(j)11> is (positive) non-negative. Let 2m - d > O. The
functions

E(T) =ITI""-'
2m - d not an even integer

E(T) =ITI'm-'log ITI
2m - d an even integer

(15)
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are conditionally positive definite of order m. They appear in the construction of
the thin plate splines.

Letting t = (til" ., td), let

(16)

wherever it exists. The thin plate splines are obtained as minimizers, in an appro
priate function space which we will call X (see Duchon ll ), of

•
~L (y(i) - I(t(i))) , + u;;U)· (17)
n ;=\

Loosely speaking, this function space consists of span {tPl'} and functions in £.2
whose Fourier transform satisfies

J...JIIwll,mll!(w)II'dw < 00. (18)

The solution is well known to have a representation

AI •

f,(t) = Ld"¢"(t) + Lc,E(IIt - t(l)11)
...=1 ;=1

where E is as in Eq. (IS),

(K. +nU)c+Td = y,
1"c = 0;

here K" is the n x n matrix with ijth entry E(Ilt(i) - t(j)ll>.
Letting F be as before, it follows that although K" is not positive definite,

F' K" F is. To test

versus

AI

1= Ld"¢d h J;;U,) < 00

1'= I

(19)

(20)

then lacv is as in Eq. (11) with Rn replaced by K".
If we are particularly interested in the case f linear, then in this setup we

would take m = 2. This can be done for d = 2,3, but not for d > 3 since we
need 2m - d > 0 for X to be a reproducing kernel space. Suppose d > 3. One
possibility is to use a two-stage procedure; that is, the first stage tests whether
Ii is 0 or not as before. If it is decided that Ii is 0, then, letting ~I,"" tPd+1
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span the linear functions in d variables, the second stage is the usual F test for
f E span{ 4>1' }~I vs. f E span{ tPv }~;1·

Another possibility is to move tPd+2,' .. ,tPM out of1lo and into 1f1. Then our
model becomes

where

d+'
I=Ld."+f,

1'=1

M

f,= L d.'.+h
v=d+2

(21)

(22)

(23)

and where we are now trying to decide whether or not h :;:;: O. We can do this as
before by constructing a reasonable reproducing kernel for functions of the form
Eq. (22).

There are various ways this can be done. We describe one of the construc
lions given in Gu and Wahba. 18,19 First, define (f,g)n :;:;: lin L~=I f(t(i»g(t(i))
and choose the basis tPl,"" fM to be orthonormal with respect to (',')n with
<PI, ... ,4>d+1 spanning the linear functions. This can always be done numerically
using the Q-R decomposition. Then we can take as the squared norm on the Hilbert
space X \ {tPI, ... ,<Pd+ tl (functions of the form Eq. (22)),

M
, '", d11/11. = Ii L-(f,"). + Jm(f) ,

.. =1

where 8 is a positive constant to be discussed shortly. sing the construction in
Gu and Wahba, the rk for this space can be found and we give it here. To do this,
define, for any 9 EX,

M

Pog = L(g,··)·,,··
I' '" 1

(24)

Then the reproducing kernel for functions of the form Eq. (22) with square norm
Eq. (23) can be shown to be

M

R(', t) = e L "(')'.(t) + (1- PO(.,){I - PO(,»E(II' - till (25)
I'=d+1

where Po(s) means Po is applied to what follows considered as a function of s.
If 0 is given, then lacv (Which will depend 011 0) can be computed and the null

distribution generated by Monte Carlo methods as before. More generally both -"
and 8 can be obtained by GCV, using the code in GU,17 which is available through
netlib®ornl.gov. See also Gu and Wahba.20 In principle the distribution of lacv
under the null hypothesis can still be obtained by Monte Carlo methods by setting
-".. :;:;: -" .. (8) and minimizing over 0 as well as r in Eq. (10), since lccv does not
depend on V = V(O). Each new 0 requires a new matrix decomposition; however,
GU 17 has provided some shortcuts, and the iterative search method in RKPACK
converges rapidly in 0 in the examples we have tried. It remains to be studied how
a one-stage test like this would compare to the two-stage test described before.
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4. ADDITIVE AND INTERACTION SPLINES

105

Let a= 1,2, ... ,r < 00 and for each a, let 1{(al = 1{~a)ffi1{\al be an rkhs of real

valued functions of tea) E T(a), with 1{~ol of finite dimension M(a), and let the

reproducing kernels (in an obvious notation) be R~o)(s(o), tea)) and Rio)(s(o), tea)).

Then 1{ = 0 0 1(,<0) =0" (1{~")ffl1{l")) is an rkhs offunctions oft =(t(l), ... , t(r)) E
0"7("), with rk

Q(" t) = II (R~a,(,(a),t(a))+ R\a)(,(a), ,(a))) .
a

(26)

This follows since the reproducing kernels of tensor products and (orthogonal) sums
of reprodllcing kernel spaces may be obtained from the corresponding products and
sums of the individual reproducing kernels. If each 1i~a) contains the constant
functions, then smoothing in various subspaces of 1i consisting of functions of the
form

(additive functions), or

f(') = I: fa(,(a) +I: fap(,(a" ,(,,)

" "$.fJ

(27)

(28)

(two-factor interactions), and so forth, can be carried out by extracting the rk's
corresponding to subspaces of functions of the given form. Usually only low-order
interactions would be included if'Y is large. See Gu and Wahba18,19 and references
cited there for model-building strategies with additive and interaction splines.

5. MORE ON RADIAL BASIS FUNCTIONS

Consider the. minimization of Eq. (17) and the GCV estimate of >. when n is very
large. Wahba34 suggested that, instead of minimizing Eq. (17) in X, it be minimized
in an approximating subspace, generated as follows. Choose s(I), ... , s(N) spaced
"nicely" in the region of interest of Ed, and such that the N x M matrix 5 with
kvth entry ¢,,(s(k)) is of rank N. N basis functions Bl , ... , B N are then selected

as follows: Bk = ¢",k = 1, ... ,M, BM+I(t) = 2:;;'=1 U/kE(llt - s(k)II), 1=
1, ... , N - M where the N x (N - M) matrix U with lkth entry U/k satisfies
U'5 = ONXM, and E is as in Eq. (15). Thus, one seeks f E span {Bk} to minimize

".1 I: (y(i) - f('(i)))' + ),J;;'(J).
n ;=1

(29)
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Letting K", be the N x N matrix with kith entry E(IIs(k) - s(l)II),U'''·,vU is
positive definite and J:"CL~:/"1CtBt) = c'U'h",UC. The remaining calculations
are straightforward. The general idea is that if" is very large and N is reasonably
large, the minimizer of Eq. (29) in span {Bt } with>. chosen appropriately is an
excellent approximation to the minimizer in X(with >. chosen appropriately), and
it will be cheaper t.o compute. A number of authors have pursued this or similar
approaches; see for example nutchinson and Bisc.hof,:12 O'Sullivan,29 and Constable
and Parker.6

In the case where one has Q(s, t) = £(115 - til) positive definite and one wishes
to minimize

n

.!. L (y(i) - f('(i))' + ~lIfll~,
n ;:1

the natural basis functiolls to take are simply

a,(,) ~ £(11' - ,(0)11);

(30)

(31 )

here 1I1:~~1 ckBJ;l1~ = c'K,vc.
Hutchinson and Bischo0' proposed a scheme for selecting the s(k) as approxi

mately a representative subsample of 1/6 of the data points t(i) modified by adding
or deleting points where an especially poor fit was obtained or the data did not
change much. Poggio and Girosi31 and other authors discuss methods of moveable
centers s(k) in the context of nonlinear least squares on a cost functional. Poggio
and Giros! also mention the k-means clustering procf'dure of MacQueen,24 and some
other approaches. Choosing the s(k) to optimize a cost functional can be a very
difficult (ill-posed) numerical problem. Provided on(' is going to let>' do most of
the smoothing (rather than a small N), heuristic procedures for obtaining the 5(1:)
may work well. There is no -cost'" in terms of the accuracy of the approximation for
N too large (provided>' is chosen well), only cost in computing time. For example,
if the t(i) arrive sequentially, create a new basis function at t(i) if t(i) does not fall
within a balt of radius r surrounding the existing basis functions; otherwise do not.
Note that we can measure distance by 115(.1:) - 5(1)11 as well as by 118t - Bdl·

6. RKHS OF VECTOR· AND FUNCTION·VALUED FUNCTIONS
We wish to consider next 1£ a Hilbert space of vector-valued functions of t E T; that
is, for each t, I(t) = f(t) E V, for some given p. Let k index the kth component
of £(t), k = I, ... ,p. We can define an rkhs of EP-valued fUJlctions of t once we are
given an rk of the form

l\(k,s;l,t) k,lE p, ... ,p}, s,tET. (32)
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Letting TP = {t, ... ,p}, K must be positive definite on {TP@T}0{TP0T}, i.e.,

L a,.a" K(t, t(i);t, tU)) ~ 0
J:,;;lJ

for every {k, t( in and {at;}.
For each fixed (l.,t.) E {TP 0T}, Eq. (34) defines an

t E T by the formula

(

/«(1,t:£.,t.»)
K,.,•• C,t) = . ,

K(p,t;l.,t.)

(33)

£'P-valued function of

(34)

The desired rkhs 'HK will consist of the linear manifold of all finite linear combina
tions of functions of the form Eq. (34) as (l., t.) varies in TP 0 T, and its closure
with respect to the scalar product

(K t ,II' Kt,t)K = K(k,s;l, t). (35)

This approach to rkhs of vector-valucd functions of t is similar to but not cxactly
the same as that of Golosov and Tempclman,16

Denote by I(k, t) the kth componcnt of f( t) E 'HK, and let O(t) bc a su bset
of one or more elements of 7 P, possibly depending on t. Wc observe

y(t,i) = I(t,t(i)) + ,(t,i), i=I, ... ,o, HO(t(i». (36)

We now have a total of n = L~=l O(t(i)) data points. We can obtain the regu
larized, i.e., generalized smoothing spline estimate of f E 1£K as the minimizer f"
af

L L (y(t, i) - I(t, trill)' + All/lli:·
;=1 ItEO(t(i")

Thc minimizer will be an EP-valucd function of t of the form

o

f,C, t) = L L ,,,K','Ci)C, t),
;=1 tEO(t(i)

The coefficient ve<:tor c satisfies

(K o + nAJ), = y

(37)

(38)

(39)

where the indices (k, i) havc bccn arranged in some linear order, and K n is the
n x n matrix with ki,ljth cntry K(k,t(i);l,t(j)). If one desires not to penalize
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some M-dimensional subspace of vector functions spanned by {¢I, .. . ,9M}, then
one mmmllzes

t L (y(k' i) - t d"9"(k, t(i)) - f(k, t(i))) 2 +All/Ill, (40)
.=I.tEO(t(i» "=1

and it can be shown that the minimizer has the representation

M "
f,(" t) = L d"9"(', t) + L L c"K,~.)L t)

""'I i=I.tEO(t(i)

(41)

where

(Kn+ll~J)c+Td=y,

T'c = 0;

(42)

(43)

here, T is the matrix with ki, 11th entry 4>,,(k, t(i).
We can further generalize by replacing TP by an arbitrary index set V. (This

section is based on joint. work with C. Gu.) To do this we need an rk of the form

We now sketch the argument. that, for each fixed t, v., t.; Ky. t. (-, t) E '1tk,. Let
f ..tO = Ky•.t.(-,t). We want to show that f ..tO E '1t.t•. Given u(I), ... ,u(N) E
V, let '1tN,t be t.he span of the representers of evaluation at u(l), ... , u(N) E 1lk,;
that is, span{kt (·, u(l)), ... , kt (-, u(N))} and let PN,t!.,t be the minimal norm
interpolant t.o f.,t(u(i», i = 1, ... , N in 'H.t,. By the theory of reproducing kernels

(47)

(44)

(46)

(45)

Kv.".Lt) = K("t;v.,t.)

K(u,s;v,t),u,v E V,s,t E T,

L a"a'jK(u(k),tU);u(I),tU») > 0
.t,i,tJ

as (v., t.) varies in V 0 T, closed with respect to the scalar product.

that is, a symmetric function on {V@T} @{V@T} such that.

for every {u(k), t(in and {Ok.}. For fixed t, let kt (u, v) = K(u, t; v, t). Note that kt

is a positive definite function on V@V. We claim that for each fixed v., t. E V®T,
Eq. (44) defines an 1i.t,-valued function oft E T, where 1ik, is the rkhs with rk kt .

That is, letting Ky.,t.(u,t) = K(u,t;v.,t.), Kv.,t.(-,t) is an clement of1ik, for
each t E T. A proof will be given momentarily.

'1tK is t.he linear span of aU such 1ik, -valued functions of t,
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I.,t will be in 1ik, if and only if IlP/V,t/.,tll~, remains bounded as u(l), ... , u(N)
become dense in V.

Letting K/V,t be the n x n matrix with ijth entry kt(u(i),u(j)) = K(u(i),t;
u(j), t). we can easily compute that

where
c = (K(u(I), '; v., '.), ... , K(u(N), '; v., ,.))' .

(48)

(49)

Now consider 1lN, the N·dimensional subspace of 1lK spanned by Ku{i),t, i =
1, ... ,N, and let I. = K v • ,to E 1iK. It is not hard to show that I!PN,d.,tllt,
given by Eq. (48) is equal to IIPN I. ilL however, IIPN I. Ilk is always bounded by
III. Ilk = K(v., t.; v., t.) < 00, completing the argument. For the reader concerned
with symmetry questions, the same argument can be used to show that I.,t is also
in 'Ht, .

•
In the special case that K(u,t;v,t) does not depend on t (for example, if

K(u,s;v,t) = R(u,v)E(lIs - til)), then 1li:, will not depend on t.
Now consider an arbitrary element f in 'HK, recall that for each t, f(t) is an

'Hl:,-valued function ofu E V. Denote by I(u,t), f(t), evaluated at u. As before,
let OCt) be a finite subset of V, generally depending on t. Given observations

y(v, i) = I(v, ,(i)) + « v, 0, i = I, ... , n, v E O( ,( i)) ,

we can obtain an estimate of f in 'HK as the minimizer fA of

"L L (y(v, i) - I(v, '(i))' + ~lIfllk
.=1 vEO(t(;)

and fA will have a representation

n

f,C,') = L L Cv,;K."U)C,'),
;=1 vEO(t(i»

where, as before, the coefficient vector c satisfies

(Kn+nAl)c=y.

(50)

(51 )

(52)

(53)

Here the indices (v, i) have been lined up in some order, and the (v, i; v' ,j)th entry
of K n is K(v,t(i);v',t(j». If one desires not to penalize some M-dimensional
subspace of vector functions spanned by {tPl, ... , tPM }, then one minimizes Eq.
(40) as before, except now the integers k E O(t(i» are replaced by the v E O(t),
the formulas for fA(·, t) will then be the same as Eqs. (41), (42), and (43) with this
substitution.
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We remark that the "Bayesian confidence intervals" discussed in Nychkan and
Wahba3s,31 can be extended to the generalizations considered here. The results de
scribed there may in principle be used to make accuracy statements about fJ..(u, t);
equivalently, thesc results may be used to identify regions in (u, t) where the esti
mate is likely to be trustworthy or untrustworthy.

So far we have assumed that t(i) is known "exactly." For tEEd this is a
reasonable assumption. Suppose T is itself a Hilbert space 1f, say. Then fO E 1fK

is a map (operator) from t E 1f - f(t) E 1fl ,. In this case we would generally not
know t(i) "exactly," since that might require an infinite set of components. We may
just know that t(i) is in some small ball centered at a point which only requires a
finite set of numbers to describe. Here we have a twist on the "errors in variables"
problem, which opens up further interesting questions. Similar remarks apply to
v E O('(i)).
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